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Letter to the Editor
We explored the possibility that the Rad1 family mem-A Sliding Clamp Model
bers have more distant homology with other proteins offor the Rad1 Family of Cell
known function. To do this, six conserved blocks in theCycle Checkpoint Proteins Rad1 family were embedded into the Rad1Mm sequence
using BLOCKs, and this cobbled sequence was used
as the probe in a PSI-BLAST search. An initial weak
We have identified an unexpected structural similarity match was amplified after several iterations, and PCNA
between six members of the Rad1 cell cycle checkpoint (S. cerevisiae, and other species) was retrieved as a
family and the DNA sliding clamp protein PCNA. Like candidate homolog with nearly end-to-end sequence
its prokaryotic structural homolog, the b subunit of DNA alignment. However, PCNA and the probe sequence
polymerase III, PCNA facilitates genome replication by were only 15% identical, making it uncertain whether
encircling the DNA helix and tethering DNA polymerase these protein families are truly related.
to its substrate. Our Rad1 model predicts that eukaryotic We therefore sought independent verification of this
cells contain a second PCNA-like structure, one that hypothesis using the methods of fold recognition and
may be critical to the mechanisms coupling DNA repair comparative modeling. Using an empirically derived fit-
and DNA synthesis to a mitotic checkpoint. ness function, fold recognition (threading) evaluates the
The Rad1 family of proteins, including Rec1 of Usti- compatibility of a new sequence with templates in the
lago maydis and its distant relatives Rad1sp (S. pombe) library of known folds. Threading was performed for
and Rad17sc (S. cerevisiae), function in both DNA repair each of the six homologs separately. In each case, only
and cell cycle control (Lydall and Weinert, 1995; Onel the PCNA fold was always among the top ranking hits.
et al., 1996). Homologs have been found in fly (M. Brod- More importantly, for the Rad1Mm, Rad1Dm, and Rad17Sc
sky, M. P. T., and G. Rubin, unpublished data), mouse, sequences, threading assigned PCNA as the number
and human (Bluyssen et al., 1998; Dean et al., 1998; one structure, with scores of 11.8, 11.8, and 8.1, respec-
Freire et al., 1998; Marathi et al., 1998; Parker et al., tively, all of which were well above the independently
1998a; Udell et al., 1998). Sequence comparisons reveal established false positive threshold (Fischer and Eisen-
conserved blocks of amino acids between these six berg, 1996).
proteins, but overall there is less than 30% identity be- The hypothesis was further explored by building and
tween any two sequences. Similarity to other known evaluating an all atom model of Rad1Mm. Using the PSI-
proteins is not obvious, and a common biochemical BLAST alignment as a guide, Rad1Mm amino acid side
chains were placed on the peptide backbone of thefunction remains unclear.
Figure 1. Multiple Sequence Alignment of
Rad1 and PCNA Family Members
Rad1 homologs include those from mouse
(Mm_Rad1), fruit fly (Dm_Rad1), smut fungus
(Um_Rec1), and fission yeast (Sp_Rad1).
PCNA sequences are from budding yeast
(Sc_PCNA), malaria parasite (Pf_PCNA), bac-
ulovirus (Ac_PCNA), and human (Hs_PCNA).
Rad1 family sequence alignment with PCNA
proteins relied on Rad1Mm modeling studies
that used PCNASc as a structural template.
<2>, regions removed from the Um_Rec1
and Sp_Rad1 sequences to make the align-
ment more compact. Short unaligned N-ter-
minal (Mm_Rad1 and Um_Rec1) and C-termi-
nal (Sp_Rad1) regions were also excluded.
Residues conserved in more than half the se-
quences are colored green (identical) and blue
(similar). Secondary structure of Sc_PCNA is
shown as arrows (strands) and rectangles
(helices); different colors represent two dis-
tinct domains. Mm_Rad1 and Sc_PCNA are
13.5% identical in the final alignment.
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and b, are actively loaded onto DNA by the RFC and g
protein complexes, respectively. Proteins homologous
to these clamp loaders (Griffiths et al., 1995) may also
interact specifically with Rad1 family members; for ex-
ample, Rad1Hs interacts with Rad17Hs (Parker et al.,
1998b). This combined homology information indicates
that a biochemical function for Rad1 homologs might
resemble or augment PCNA, providing similar clamp-
like processivity for DNA repair and synthesis enzymes.
However, due to the large degree of sequence diver-
gence between these proteins, it is expected that differ-
ences from PCNA structure will be found, perhaps to
accommodate the 39→59 exonuclease activity reported
for Rad1 homologs (Thelen et al., 1994; Parker et al.,
1998a).
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strengthened by evidence from protein±protein interac-
tion analyses. The known sliding clamp proteins, PCNA
